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Our library moved to the cloud!

About 18% of academic libraries in Texas have already implemented
cloud-based library management system from one vendor or another

This data is available at: http://www.librarytechnology.org/lwc-ils-marketshare.pl?SID=20150323532073974&State=Texas&Type=Academic

What makes cloud-based systems different from
traditional Integrated Library Systems?
• No locally installed clients/software
• No separate clients for different functions
everything is within one interface
• Electronic resource management is built into
the platform, no need to use a secondary
system
• No need to maintain a separate OPAC in
addition to a discovery layer.

This is what our cloud-based system looks like:

Impact on cataloging

Workflows

Application of
new cataloging
developments

Workflows

• Books are copy cataloged at the point of
acquisition because the OCLC master record is
used for ordering
• There is no more need to maintain local authority
files, or do global LCSH headings changes
• The learning curve for copy cataloging is less
severe, so less time is spent on training
• eBooks practically maintain themselves, or need
little work to maintain

Application of
new cataloging
developments

• The cataloging records are being used to a fuller
potential: RDA, FRBR, Linked Data are all being
utilized within our discovery tool
• When BIBFRAME gets rolled out, it’s going to be
integrated into the cloud-based system in a timely
manner

Take away:
• Cloud based systems can help catalogers
address the challenges of having to do more
with less
• They can provide a path forward for new
cataloging developments

Thank You!
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